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The living quarters with a sofa and dining corner are at the front of the beach hut. Double doors provide access to a
7m2 front patio. The kitchen, which is equipped with a gas hob, fridge, freezer, combi microwave, filter coffee
machine, kettle and toaster, is located next to the seating area. Guests can spend the night on a fold-out double bed
(160x200 cm) and on the mezzanine (no headroom) you will find 3 single beds. A wardrobe is available to tidy away
your things and clothes.

This beach hut is the perfect place to lounge in the lively and cosy atmosphere on the beach all day long. Watch kids
build sandcastles, relax in the sun or go for a walk on the seashore. If you prefer a little more peace and quiet, the
rear patio (3½m2 ) offers just the right level of privacy. The simple bathroom is equipped with a shower and basic
toilet, there is no sewage system on the beach so sanitation is slower and works differently than usual. Any
additional information about this is available in the accommodation or through frequently asked questions (FAQ
). A spacious car park is available near the beach. A free parking permit for one vehicle at this car park is included in
your booking.

 Surrounding area
This beach hut accommodation is located on Dishoek beach, one of the most popular beaches in Zeeland. Dishoek's
white sandy beach is a favourite destination as it is extremely clean and offers plenty of amenities. Sun loungers and
parasols are available for hire, and the beach has showers and lifeguards. Dishoek beach also boasts several
welcoming beach pavilions where you can stop off for an aperitif, lunch or dinner. Right next to the beach is the
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charming beach pavilion Kon Tiki, where there is always a lively atmosphere. Here you can enjoy delicious food,
drinks and a relaxed atmosphere. This sheer range of amenities really adds the finishing touch to the beach - and to
your holiday! Picking up some groceries is a doddle too: the nearest supermarket is located just 200 meter behind
the dunes.
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